


The last two words 
are challenge words. 
Your child may need 

more support 
learning these. 

Remember to use the 
honeycomb spelling 

activities shared 
week 2 of distance 

learning

Good luck!



Can you read the story ‘Commotion in the Ocean’ on the next few 
slides and spot the rhyming words as you go. Is there a pattern to these 

rhymes? If so, what is it?

Can you create a poem using adjectives to describe one of the 
characters and think about using rhyming words.

Use the sheet that is saved on the website to help you with your 
learning.

LO: I can create my own rhyming poem based on a sea creature in 
”Commotion in the Ocean” 
I can… My teacher thinks…
 Use adjectives to describe 

one of the sea creatures
 Think of rhyming words for 

my poem
 Read through my writing to 

check it makes sense



Let’s spot the 
rhyming words on 

each page!

I wonder if 
there is a 

pattern with the 
rhyming words!













LO: I can create my own fact-file about sharks

I can… My teacher thinks…
 Give my fact-file a title
 Draw appropriate pictures 

for my fact-file
 Select information for my 

fact-file

What do you know about sharks? Read the next few slides which has 
lots of information to help you. Then, use that information to create a 
fact file to teach someone else about them. Pretend you are teaching 

an alien from space who does not know anything about sharks.

Use the sheet that is saved on the website to help you with your 
learning.

All About Sharks



All About Sharks

Some fantastic 
facts for your 

fact-files!



All About Sharks
The shark is the largest fish in the sea. They have been around for more than 300 
million years and were around even before dinosaurs. There are about 350 
different types of sharks, but researchers think there are other sharks that haven’t 
been discovered yet.

greenland-shark-1920x1080-hudson-bay-labrador-diving-tourism-blue-sea-1208_26470701957_o by Edward Lim is licensed under CC BY 2.0

Did you know?
A shark does not have a single bone in it body!

Sharks are strong, healthy creatures. 
No other living thing can take better 
care of itself than a shark can.

https://www.flickr.com/photos/163686939@N02/45988626285/in/photolist-dNKuYL-jGVB6-Kw1FU-9pA1oi-dNKwnm-dNDVSB-iVnDHz-oQCfPa-KU7ez9-Qr9jnw-yt7ZxR-MCM2a5-MCM1tA-MCM1Hd-2cXCrz7-FFRWhK-Y8Lasa-tAurrh-294UgXG-2d4RJnK-2cuLQcf-2cuLQwd-wqzq2a-2bbryVF-2e3rtLo-2cEQ7AV-29Nzcb7-LJkdPu-wLUkQg-xqtgS1-wEYefG-ybD5Ci-2bbryjv-whq3AR-RVBCr5-xxM9bv-trqV6L-xsqUKZ-xuQA3L-xrgTBt-xmJJjA-u62Aek-tNrwG9-rygXMc-s2inw8-rmKkfb-s2adzW-rpE6QK-oen7Ca-mcBFUr
https://www.flickr.com/photos/163686939@N02/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/uk/


Growing Old

Some animals can live for a very long time.

Elephants in captivity 
can live to be over 80 

years old. 

The oldest human lived 
to be 122 
years old.

Bowhead whales 
can live to be over 

200 years old



Super Snappy Shark Facts for Year 1!

Did you know Year 1?
A shark’s skin is covered by small, razor-sharp 
teeth called denticles.

A shark’s body is heavier than the sea, so if it stops moving it will sink. A 
shark’s teeth are usually replaced every eight days. When a shark loses a 
tooth, one replaces it.

Sharks have very good senses. Sometimes a shark is called “a 
swimming nose”, for its great sense of smell. Sharks can easily detect 
prey that is in the sand, as well as at night.



Wow! Who knew 
sharks were so 

exciting.



LO: I can invent my own sea creature

I can… My teacher thinks…
 Give my sea creature a title 

with its name
 Draw my sea creature
 Write about the features of 

my sea creature using 
adjectives

Today, you are going to read about some different sea creatures and 
then think about the best features of them to create your own. 

What will it look like, what will it eat? Is it big or small? How does your 
creature move? is it fast or slow?

Use the sheet that is saved on the website to help you with your 
learning.





Octopus

Amazing Fact: Octopuses have three hearts and blue blood.



Jellyfish

Amazing Fact: Jellyfish have been around for over 650 million years, making 
them older than dinosaurs!



Seahorse

Amazing Fact: The male seahorse gives birth to their young. They are the 
only species to do this.



Starfish

Amazing Fact: Some varieties of starfish have a lot more than 5 arms. The 
sunflower sea-star has up to 40 arms!



Whale

Amazing Fact: The blue whale’s call is the loudest sound made by any animal 
on Earth.



Dolphins

Amazing Fact: Dolphins sleep with only half of their brain switched off and 
one eye closed to watch out for



Shark

Amazing Fact: Sharks can also detect electric signals from its prey. This means 
it can mistaken underwater cameras for food



Crab

Amazing Fact: A crab’s shell is actually its skeleton. 



Now, you are going to use your new creature as a character within a 
story. What adventures might your creature get up to? Where does it 

go? What and who may it see?

Remember, to describe your character at the start of your story. 

Use the sheet that is saved on the website to help you with your 
learning.

LO: I can write a story based on my sea creature

I can… My teacher thinks…

 Give my story a title 

 Use adjectives in my story

 Use capital letters and full 
stops


